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A Thank You

For his untiring devotion to the Seminar, his patience, tolerance,

and democratic spiritlit is fully appropriate in the light of the partic-

ipants' comments contained in this report to express to Dr. Ralph Tyler

the Seminar's sincere appreciation. Not too often do most of us have

the opportunity to sit at the feet of a great teacher whose ideas have

led and will continue to lead all of us into creative learning and teach-

ing experiences. But greater than his ideas as expressed in answering

our questions and commenting an our papers and reports has been the model

of teaching which Dr. Tyler has so effectively Eihibited. We are again

reminded that in no small lig one learns to be a teacher from the great

teachers he has had. We include among these teachers our excellent

teacher and beloved friend. Dr. Ralph ',ler.

Author: Frank D. Alexander, Chairmen of Seminar Research Committee
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An Explanation

Not until this report was mimeographed did the author to his amaze-

ment and elbarrassment become aware that questionnaires were not sent to

the two participants who have from time to time represented Louisiana.

It is sincerely hoped that the prominence given this explanation will in

part compensate for this oversight.

Although it is not possible to analyze the content of responses from

the Louisiana participants or list all of their written contributions to

the Seminar, it can be pointed out that as a result of participation, a

research project was designed and submitted to the Department of Health,

Education and Welfare. This project was funded and resulted in a report

entitled, Increasing Knowledge in Social Science Among Aqicultural

Educators.
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THE NATIONAL SEMINAR

ON CURRICULUM DEVELOPMENT FOR EXTENSION WORKERS

AS SEEN BY PARTICIPANTS

,

11012EX

1. Sixteen of 21 participants in the National Seminar on Curriculum

Development for Extension Workers returned questionnaires.

2. The 16 respondents reported that they had contributed a total of

62 publications, reports, or papers to the Seminar.

3. Ten of the respondents reported 13 publications, reports, or papers

contributed to the Seminar which were classified under the category,

relatin to derivation of conce ts from anthro ology and sociolo

and six respondents reported 10 publications, reports, or papers

whichwere classified under, relatine to derivation of concepts

from psychologv and educational psychology.
1

4. Thirteen respondents made 20 mentions of the use of ideasAerived

from the Seminar for planning courses which were classified under

the category, conceptual approach incorporated into speCific grad-

uate courses.
2

5. Six respondents made 10 mentions of the use of ideas derived from

the Seminar in advising and thesis counseling of graduate students

which were classified under the category, conceptual idea and other

ideas incorporated into graduate theses.

6. Five of the participants made 10 mentions of the use of ideas de-

rived from the Seminar in planning curriculum which were classified

under the category, ideas have influenced or been incorporated into

thinking ,and decisions of various committees concerned with curricu-

lum or teaching in institutions of_participents.

1
These statements were derived from the first two categories in Table 1,
page 6.

2
Statements 4 to 8 were derived from the first categories in Tables 2
through 6, pages 7 to lak.

1
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7. Seven of the participants 'made nine mentions of efforts to diffuse

ideas derived from the Seminar which were classified under the cat-

egory, ideas have been communicated to members of other departments.

8. Eight of the participants made 12 mentions of individual gains de-

rived from the Seminar which were'classified under the category,

Rained an understanding of "concept."

Conclusion

The evidence from this evaluation provides sirong supporefor the

investment of time, effort, and money by the particiPants in the Seminar

exercise.'



THE NATIONAL SEMINAR

ON CURRICULUM DEVELOPMENT FOIVEXTENSION WORKERS

AS SEEN BY. PARTICIPANTS

Introduction

The National Seminar on Curriculum.Development for Extension Workers

held its first session in December, 1963. The Seminar' was initiated un-

der the leadership of the Division of. Extension Research and Education of

the Federal Extension Service. Since the first meeting in late 1963,

there have been nine additional meetings.
1

TheSeiieetings have generally

been held in February and August and last for about two and a half days.

Dr. Ralph Tyler, formerly Directoref the Center for Advanced Study in

the Behavioral Sciences now retired, has served as condultant throughout.

A small group of the Seminar participants has served on a steering com-

mittee which has been responsible for planning the agendas of the various

sessions. At an early date a research committee consisting of seven mem-

bers was constituted for the purpoie of suggesting relevant research and

of conducting cooperative research involving participants.
2

In addition to the Division of Extension.Research and Education,

representatives from 13 states have constituted te more Or:less perma-
:.i "

nent group of Seminar participants.
3

Four of the states have often had
+boor

two representatives who attended, and in at least Sbeeer.states the repre-

sentation has shifted to a different person from the one'who first occu-

pied this role. Approximately 13 different individuals have been fairly

regular attendants.

This report undertakes to present an evaluation of the Seminar.

A survey questionnaire consisting of six open end questions to which

1
In addition, a relatively short session concerned primarily with reiearch
was held in March, 1964 in cOnnectima.with ainational.sxtension training
conference.

2
The author of this report was invited 6 join the Seminar because of his
extension researCh interest and has served as chairman of this research
comuittee.

,
3
Oklahoma and Alabama had representatives at.some of the,earlier sessions
but subsequently these two states dropped out.

3

7
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respondents were aske.: to dictate answersyas prepared and sent to 21

participants, some of whom were still paTticipating, others of whom no

longer attended. Returns were received from 16, or 76 percent, of the

21 participants to whom questionnaires were sent. The six questions

constituting the questionnaire were:

1. First will you list all of yoili papers, publications, etc., which
you have produced as your contribution to the seminar. Listing
these first may be helpful to you in answering other questions.
(Please attach the list.)

2. Give a brief account of your use of ideas derived
in planning your courses. Give these accounts by
whether for undergraduates, graduates, in-service

from the seminar
course name and
.training, etc.

3. Give a brief account of your.use of ideas derived from the seminar
in your work with graduate students including course advice and
theses.

4. Give a brief account of your use of ideas derived from the seminar
in planning departmental or other curriculums.

5. Give a brief account of your efforts to diffuse ideas derived
from the seminar to your university colleagues including staff
members of your department, staff members of other departments,
and administrators.

6. Finally, give an account of how you as an individual have prof-
ited from the seminar. This may repeat some things already men-
tioned, bet at this point focUi an 'yourself.

The responses have been treated in two ways. A content analysis of

them is presented in tables in the first part of the report. In the sec-

ond part, the answers of each participant are given question by question

so that the reader can have a complete picture of the responses of each

individual. Appendix A lists by classification.categories the publica-

tions, reports, and papers which the respondents reported, and Appendix

B lists the participants whose responses are analyzed and presented in

this report.

The content analysis of responses to questions two through six was

undertaken to provide two kinds of information, i.e., 1) number of dif-

ferent ideas mentioned according to categories, and 2) number.of respon-

dents mentioning one or more different ideas for each category. Thus,

two ideas which were expressed differently or had certain specific dif -

'ferences in their content but which belonged broadly to the same Category
I
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when given by the same respondent were counted twice under that category

in the mention column of a table. It should also be noted that responses

to one question were sometimes repeated inanother. Whenever these rep-

etitions were identified and judged to be identical, the idea was omitted

from the tabulation to which it seemed less relevant. This was done in

only a few instances.

Part I- -Analysis of Responses

Publications), Reports& or Papers Contributed to Seminar

The 16 respondents reported 62 publications, reports, or papers con-

tributed to the Seudnar. Table 1 presents a classification of these ma-

terials according to 12 categories plus a miscellaneous group. The two

categories with the largest number of publicationi, reports, or papers

are: Relating to derivation of concepts from anthropology or sociology.

(13) and Relating to derivations of concepts from psychology or educa-

tional psychology (10). Ten respondents-listed the 13 publications, re-

ports, or papers concerned with anthropologiCal and sociological concepts

and six, those concerned with psychology and educational psychology.

Thus, a little less than half of the materials produced for the Seminar

have been concerned with a very important activity of the participants,

namely, efforts to obtain concepts from disciplines whose subject matter

was thought to be highly related to the jobs of extension workers.

Use of Seminar Ideas for Planning Courses

There were 20 mentions by respondents of the conceptual approach

beirm incorporated into a epecific graduate course (Table 2). These 20

mentions were made by 13 respondents. Twelve mentions were made of the

conceptual approach.being incorporated into in-service or induction train-

with seven respondents involved. If it can be assumed that the re-

spondents had an understanding of concepts, the extent to which they claim

they had done something about this understanding is noteworthy.

9
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Table 1

Number of Publicationsi.Repoiti, or Papers Contributed
By Participants in Seminar According to Class of

Publications, Reports, or Papers

Class of publications,

reports. or vaPers a

?!

Relating to derivation of concepts
from anthropology or sociology

Relating to derivation of concepts
from psycholoiy or educational
psychology

Relating to curriculum development
Relating to job analysis of county

extension agents
Relating to study of county agent's

job by means of critical incident
technique

Relating to educational objectives
Concepts relating to extension

youth programs and extension
organization and program
development

Extension teaching
Relating to derivation of concepts.

from communications fiele ."
Relating to derivation of concepts

from philosophy
Relating to derivation of concepts

from public administration field -c

Studies of learner and his environment
Miscellaneous (one each)

No. of
publications,

reports,
or papers

:' No. of
respondents
reporting

one or more
contributions

(N.16)

13 10

10 6
6 6

_

5 4

'Total

. 2

2

2'

6

62

A

2

28

2

2

.2

2

3

.; (.) f

aThese two people listed the same two writteif .contributiono.

e
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Table 2

'Number of Mentions According to Classes of Use of Ideas
Derived from the Seminar for.Planning Courses

NO. of
respondents
giving one

Classes of use of ideas
No. of

mentions
Or WM
mentions

Conceptual approach incorporated into
specific graduate courses 20

(Nw15)a

13

Conceptual approach incorporated into
in-service or induction training 12 7

Ideas influenced educational objectives
and leirning experiences 4 2

Conceptual approach incorporated into
specific undergraduate courses 3 3

General influence of ideas on
graduate courses 3 3

General influence of ideas on teaching 3 3
Used curriculum development procesi

in graduate courses 3 2

Ideie used in planning national training
relating to youth programs 2 1

Principles of curriculum development
influenced induction or in-service
training 1

Ideas incorporated into induction or
in-service training 2

a
One respondent indicated not appliCablee

Use of Seminar Ideas in Advising Graduate-Students end in Thesis Counseling

'Only 11 Of the reepondents reported on the use of Seminar ideas in

advising and thesis cOunieling of graduate students (Table 3). There

were 10,gentions of the conceptual idea and other ideas derived from the

Seminar being incorporated into graduate theses and five mentlons of ideas

(esoeciallv about concepts) being communicated to students in general.
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The 10 mentions were made by six respondents and the five by four respond-

ents. Certainly, students'Iheses on which the participants have been

counseling are reflecting the influence of the Seminar.

Table 3

Number of Mentions According to Classes of Use of Ideas
Derived from the Seminar in Advising and Thesis

Counseling vith Graduate Students

No. of
respondents
givincone

Nb. of Or MOM
Classes of use of_ideas mentions mentions-art 5=

Conceptual idea and other ideas incorporated
into graduate theses

Ideet(especially about concepts) communi-
cated to students in general

Ideas used in counseling graduate students,
especially in selection of courses in
other departments

Became more acutely aware of the learner
and his objectives

Developed new system of grading related
to learner and his objecttves

Graduate students in one course were
ive:olved in developing a graduate
level course emphasising concepts
and curriculum development process

No longer tolerates idea that courses are
obstacles to overcome to acquire a
degree

Papers from the Seminar reviewed and
discussedtat other seminars

ea
O

10
b

3

2

1

:

. 1

1

.1

6

4

4

1

1

1

1

1

aFour respondents indicated not applicable and one gave no information.

b
One respondent alio'mentioned assigning papers and readings related to
concepts.

2
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Use ofSidm..Uusminl'Claulme
;

Curriculum planning would goes .to'be a. smjorsoal of a seminar which

has as a part of its name "curriculum development." Fourteen of the re-
.

spondents gave information on their use of Seminar ideas in planning cur-

riculums (Table 4). There were 10 mentions of ideas have influenced or

been incorporated into thiqUne and decisions of varigus committees con-

cerned with cuxdcubm or teaching in institutions. Five reipondents

gave the 10 mentions placed under this category. These five respondents

ware from five different instiiiitions.1 From these facts it is clear

that some progress has been made 6ward Seminar ideas actually influencing

curriculum development.

Efforts to Diffuse Seminar Ideas to Wiversitv Colleames

Fifteen of the 16 respondenti'imiorted on this matter.(Table s) ;

The more frequently mentioned efforts were: ideas hbve been communica-

ted to membered other departments (nine meitiois).; ideas comiunicated

to departmental members (eight mentions), ideas communicated to institu-

tional administrators (eight mentioni), and ideas reported to or discussed

with individuals'and divisions of FES (eight mentions)'. ,The first rank-

ing category listed above consisted of mentions by seven iespoidents.

The second ranking category was also sentioned by seven respondents, the

third by five, and the fourth by two. These facts indicate-that iaitici-

pants have found the Seminar sufficiently stimulating to motivate their

diffusing its ideas.

1
Number of institutions is mentioned here since curriculum planning
would appear to have special relevance to institutions.
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Table 4

Number of NUntions According to Classes of Use of
Ideas Derived from Seminar in Planning Curriculums

antim.j_A i_licleseas

No. of
respondents
giving'one

No. of Or 1110re

mentions mentions
(Ns14)a

Ideas have influenced or been incorporated
-.Into thinking mild decisions of various
committees concerned with curriculum
Or teaching in institutions of participants 10

Ideas have influenced changes in or reevalu-
ation of courses in Extension Education

Ideas used (or plans made for use) in
developing continuing education program
for adults

Concept idea used in developing programs
(nutrition program, for schools, Peace
Corps training program) . 2

Conceptual ideas were recoumended for
inclusion in courses for extension'
workers offered during winter session

Given a little more attention to need for
courses in behavioral sciences outside
Colleges of Home Economics and Agriculture

Plans of work now stated in.terms of
learning objectives of client, teach-
ing techniques, and evaluation devices

Nothing definite

5

1

2

2

2

.1

2

°Two respondents reported not applicable.

/ 4
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Table 5

Number of Mentions According to Classes of Efforts
To Diffuse Ideas Derived from the Seminar

. :

Classes of efforts to diffuse ideas
NO.'of

mentions,

No.'of.
respondents
giving one
or More

-(N.15).

Ideas have been communicated to members of
other departments 9 7

Ideas communicated to departmental
members 7

Ideas communicated to institutional
administrators 8 5

Ideas reported to or discussed,with Judi-
viduals mmd divisions of FES 8

b
2

Ideas communicated to national agency
or organisation 4 1

Ideas (especially concepts) used in
regional and national conferences 3 2

Ideas communicated informally 2 2

Ideas communicated widely through
published matetial . 2 1

Ideas coamunicield'io an institutional
committee concerned with instruction 1 1

Ideas have been instrumental in Extension
coming to recognise program planning
as a curriculum building process for
its clientele

Ideas incorporated into in-service train-
ing in a state other than participant's ,;,

Ideas influential in screening of new
specialists on basis of sensitiVity
to concepts and curriculum building

principles 1

Ideas used in planning training for
youth field in a state other than
participant's .1

Seminar consultant brought to institution 1 1

Nothing done in own department 1 1

Nothing done with other departments 1

Nothing specific to report '
1 1

"One respondent gave no information.

b
Seven of these mentions were from same respondent.1

':::

'
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Individual Gains from Partici ation in Seminar

All of the respondents gave information on their individual gains from

the Seminai.(Table 6). The category of gains with the most frequent men-

tions was gained an understanding of concept (12 mentions). The mentions
. _ .

classified under this category were given by eight different respondents.

The second ranking category according to frequency of mention was gained

a better understanding of curriculum development process (11 mentions).

Eleven different respondents gave these mentions. ThUs, the two. major

individual gains of the participants have reference to two of the prin-

cipal areas of the Seminar's concern, i.e., concepts and curriculum de-

velopment vmocess.

Table 6

NUmber of Mentions According to Classes of Individual
Gains Derived from the Seminar

Classes of individual gains

Nb. of
mentions

No. of
respondents
giving one
or more
mentions

.Gained an understanding of concept 12

11
6

(N16)
8

11
6

Gained a better understanding of the :

curriculum development proces
Personal development
Understanding gotten by contacts with

Seminar consultant and sometimes others 6 6

Stimulated to do more study or. research 4. 3

Gained a better understanding of importance
of knowledge of learner 3 3

Gained confidence as an extension educator,
Or teacher, or sociologist 3 3

Helped in understanding of developing
educational objectives 3 3

Gained new insights into special field
of motivation 2 2

Helped in relationship with colleagues
in other departments 2 2

Made aware of concept of learning experiences 2 2

Caused to be more critical of colleagues 1 1

Given opportunity.to prepare.a research project
using critical incident technique 1 I

Led to restructuring of approaches to
communication 1 1

Negative about gains 1 . 1
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Part IIResponses by Participants to Evaluation Questions

Part I/ of this report presents with minor editing the actual re.,

sponses of the 16 participants to the six questions in the evaluation

questionnaire. It was thought that a more meaningful portrayal of the

thinking and behavior of the participants resulting.from their Seminar

experiences could only be given by reproducing their complete responses.

The responses are arranged alphabetically by states with the exception

of those of the author which are given last because of his peculiar

role in the Seminar. It should be recognized that the respondents did

not prepare their answers for publication in a report and that they had

no opportunity to edit their statements.
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University of Arizona, College
Name Kenneth S.'01son .Institution of Agriculture Extension Service

1. First will you list all of your papers, publications, etc.,"which
you have produced as your contribution to the seminar. Listing
these first may be helpful tO you in answering'other questions.

a. Educational Objectives - -A summary of notions, ideas and abstrac-
tions, (concepts) which help to explain and/or understand educa-
tional objectives and related elements relevant po the role of
the County Extension Agent.

b. Social Foundations of Rural Poverty in the Southwest--Harlan
Padfield- -shared the publication with Committee members while
at Conference in Tucson.

c. Cultural Anthropology --A short..summary prepared in connection
with a discussion of the subject at the Tucson Conference.

2. Give a brief account of your use Of ideas derived from the seminar
.in planning your. courses. Give these accounts by course name and
whether for undergraduates, graduates, in-service training, etc.

a. The concept idea has been incorporated into our Induction Train-
ing Workbook, Phase III (In-Service Training).

b. Ag. Ed. 252 and Ag. Ed. 231 have been completely revamped in
view of the concept idea of teaching (Graduate Courses).

3. Give a brief account of your use of ideas derived from the seminar
in your work with graduate students including course advice and
theses.

Some generally, but none specifically that I can identify.

4. Give a brief account of your use of ideas derived from the seminar
in planning departmental or other curriculums.

Had some InfLuence on the College of Agriculture Curriculum
Committee of which I am a meMber.

5. Give a brief account of your efforts to diffuse ideas derived from
the seminar to your university colleagues.including staff Withers of
your department, staff members of other departments, and adminis-
trators.

This done primarily on an informal basis to date. Idea was to have
some sort of publication as a result of our committee work that would
twin the basis in such work.
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6. Finally, give an account of how you as an individual have profiied
from the seminar. 'this may repeat some things already mentioned,
but at this point focus on yourself.

Personally, I have profited immensely from participation in this group.
Specifically, the "concept" approach has. been most helpful. Approach-
ing "concepts" as "tools" for sailing in "uncharted waters" is educa-
tion for the future. None of us have been there.

I am very disappeinted that once we were a working group that we
couldn't'have produced what we orignally set out to do. ,I think we
expeCted leadership from FES which was never forthcoming and FES
interest dropped once it was clear additional staff would not be
hired from "Grant" funds.

Probably I should be satisfied since I profited so much from the exper-
ience, but I feel a great extension opportunity has been "flubbed"
again because of the lack of consistent, firm leadership. These proj-
ects should not be undertaken if someone isn't going to provide time
for leadership. Most of the participants have full time jobs at home
and could only devote a limited amount of time to this project. Those
that did often wasted the time as the contributions often didn't fit
what was needed to be done. Letts face it--too often it was. plain
"busy work" or what I call "phoney involvement."
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Name Denzil O. Clegg Institution Colorado State University

1. .First will you list all of your papers, publications, etc., which
you have produced as your contribution to the seminar. Listing
:these first may be helpful.to you in answering other questions.

a. "Stratification," D. O. Clegg, February, 1967.

b. "Motivation," D. O. Clegg, August, 1967. Discussion piece pre-
pared for the National Curriculum Seminar, Asheville, North
Carolina.

"Useful Concepts in.Extension Organization and Program Develop-
ment," Winter 1968. Collection of concept papers prepared by

-class in Extension Organization and Program Development, Color-
. ado State University, D.O. Clegg, Instructor.

2. Give a brief account of your use of ideas derived from the seminar
in planning your courses. Give these accounts by course name and
whether for. undergraduates, graduates, in-service training, etc.

During the Winter Quarter, 1968, I started using the concept approach
to course content. One specific course, Ex. 786, Extension Organi-
zation and Program Development, was designed around the concept
idea. The first part of the course involved having members of the
CSU staff appear before the class discussing theirwork: The stu-
dents were asked to evaluate the presentations based bnthe concept
idea. The thing that happened was that the students &liaise very
critical of some of the presentations. They actually.had trouble
spotting or identifying useful concepts. Other preseniitions were
very effective, especially those that were built around one or
more concepts. Each student presented an organizational chart of
their-state and discussed program development and problems. Here

too, the concept approach was very:helpful. The final requirement
was to prepare a concept paper inaPtesent it to the group. The

other two-coUrdesi ExJ.720,..Exteneion -Leader Training,and Ex. 380,
Principles and Techniques in Extension Education,were not specifi-
cally.designed.aroUnd the concept idea; however, Ralph.Tyler's
curriculum development process was uied and.content areas were de-
eloped Using this approach.

3.- Give a brief aicount of.your use of ideas derived from the seminar
in your work with gradUate students including course advice and
theses.

A, number of our graduate students actually benefitted froM.the con-
cept idea in the development of their.theses as well as tiiking

course work. For example, one student from New York was haying
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difficulty with his course work during the first quarter. During the
Winter Quarter he started preparing for exams using the concept idea
to learning. From then on he was a straight A student and was singled
out by the instructors in every instance. Our students who wrote a
thesis around a conceptual area tended to come up with more basic work
and work which seemed to be more meaningful to them. As an example,
we had studies using the developmental tasks which were very effective.
Our studies in community development developed conceptually were also
very good.

4. Give a brief account of your use of ideas derived from the seminar
in planning departmental or other curriculums.

We are in the.process.of reyieing,our.curriculum in_Continuing Educa-
tion. We plan to try and implement.imny of the ideas that we have
developed from the seminar in our planning effort. Actually we will
be experimenting at this stage of the game with this process.

5. Give a brief account of your efforts to diffuse ideas derived from
the seminar to your university colleagues including staff members
of your department, staff members of other departments, and admin-
isetators.

Wherever we have introduced the ideas derived from the seminar to our
University colleagues, they tend to want more. In the Department of
Sociology two staff members have become particularly interested in
what we are doing. I feel the stage is set for some real innovative
and effective interdepartmental work.

6. Finally, give'an account of how you as an individual have profited
from the seminar. This may repeat some things already mentioned, but
at this point focus on yourself.

I personally have profited as an individual from the seminar. In my
field of motivation I gained new insights and excitement. I have been
given a way to continue in my.learning following'graduate work. I have
personally used this approach in a nueber of regional and national
meetings or conferencee. Each time where I have utilized conceptual
learning or new approaches to learning in my presentations, the audi-
ence has seemed to get something useful for them to take home. For
example, this last week, at.the National 4-H Workshop I presented the
.

,conceptual idea of learning'at one of the sessions. 'This week this
whole idea seems to be dominating the conference, much to .the satis-
faction of many of the participants and the dissatisfaction of several.
I also feel that the seminar information has.helped me with my colleagues
in some of the other departments, the reason being that each.of us is
looking for ideas new and different that really work. The seminar
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Information seems to generate this kind of enthusiasm.

As we lodk at our program here at Colorado State University we plan
to develop more of our work around the curriculum development process.
This fall we are going to actually use this process with each stu-
dent as a case study with the objective of trying to really develop
a program that will fit the needs of the learner and his responsibil-
ities in future employment. I think that the seminar has sensitized
me to looking for persons, programs, and courses that do truly say
something conceptually. In a sense this is very helpful but tends
to sake one very critical of sone of his colleagues. As the saying
goes in this week's conference, "You wish some people would quit
talking and say something."

22
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Division of Extension
Name ilarinn C. fteland InstitUtion Research and Education. FES

1. First will you list all of your papers, publications, etc., which
you have produced as your contribution to the seminar. Listing
these.first may.be; helpful to you in answering other. questions.

.The papers produced as'a contributiOn to the seminar included:
(a) "Culture agv&Field of Sociology' and, (b) "Review of the Pre-
vious Working Papers by Participants on Studies of the Social Set-
ting in Which the,Extension Worker Operates." I also edited the
Proceedings from faur seminars which were distributed to the par -
.ticipants.. I also piepared &progress report, "Improving.Curricula
far Cooperative Extension Personnel: A, Progrese Report," for dis-
tribution to Extension Administrators and Training Leaders not
involved in.the project.to acquaint them with the_ progress made at
that'time..

2. 'Give a brief account of your use of ideas derived from the seminar
: in plannin&your.courses., Give these, accounts bY course name and
_whether for undergraduates, graduites,,inrservice.training, etc.

(a). Ideas were used fram the setinar inrevising the Syllabui for
the National 4-H. Fellowship'PrOgram. This program was designed to
acquaint the Fellows with the operations of the national government
ind.the Federal Extension Setvice. '

(b) The design of an eight weeks' national woikshop.an understand-
ing disadvantaged youth offered by the Merrill-Palmer Institute in
Detroit, Michigan was also influenced by my participation in the
'seminar. My contribUtions consisted of woiking with the.sponsors
to'identify the participants, of working with Merrill -Palmer in
identifying students'.needs and interest&and in appraising the
appropriateness of alternative learning experiences.

-T (c) I' am using the.concepts gained from the seminar in'designing a
Course that.I will be teaching at the University of Wisconsin this
fall. The couree,.Apicultural and Extension 641; will include both
undergraduate and graduate students. .The ideas that. have been most
useful include concepts, and. the.organization of learning experiences.

3. Give a'biief,aCcOunt of your.vse of:ideas derived 'from the.seminar
'in your work with graduate students 'including coutee advice and
theses.

I did not advise.graduate students'in'selecting courses'or writing
theses in my role as Staff Development Specialist in FES. However,
I conducted sessions with the National 4-H Fellows to explore the
notion. of Concepts and;to'assiit-the Fellows in.using concepts as
analytical toOls.and in summarizing their experiences.

49
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4. Give a brief account of your use of ideas derived from the seminar
in planning departmental or other curricuIuds.'.

These results were discussed in question 2.

5. Give a bzief account of your efforts tó'idiffuse ideas derived from
the seminar to your university colleagues including staff members
of your department, staff members of other departments, and admin-
istrators.

Many of the ideas from the seminar were diffused among members of the
Extension Research and Training Division in FES. This was accomplished
through circulation of the participants' papers, through oral reports
and through consultation.

Diffusion among staff members in other FES Divisions was uttiiien.
Verbal and written progress reports were presented to the Adilnis-
tration and Division Directors. Seminars were held with the Divisions
of Community Resource Development and 4-H and Youth Development for
the purpose of keeping staff meibers informed. ThrOugh these efforts,
it is believed that the interest of the Community Reiource Development
Division, and subsequently the ECOP Sub-Committee'en CRD, in identify-
ing the concepts of Community Resource Development evolved. A national
task force has now been formed to accomplish this task. .

The 4-H Division member responsible for providing a graduate level
course on 4-H and Youth Development was also assisted in using a con-
ceptual approach in organising his course.

Individuals in other FES Divisions discussed various ideas Eros the
seminar. The Division Directors and FES Administration were given
progress reports periodically. The Project Steering Committee was
also asked to present a progress report to the.FES Adtinistrator.

Other efforts were made to acquaint other organisations with the
project. These included the U.S. Office of Education (Alice Scates
subsequently participated in one seminar and two resenrch projects
were funded by USOB funds); the National Education Association, and
the Commission of Education in Agriculture and Natural Resources,
National Academy of Sciences (R.E. Geyer).

6. Finally, give an account of haw you as an individual have profited
from. the seminar. This may repeat some things already mentioned,
but at this point focus on yourself.

my personal benefits from the seminar have been many and primarily
of a conceptual nature.

(a) The idea of "concept" has been most useful. This idea has as-

sisted me in understanding the nature of knowledge and theory. I

now feel that I can place "facts" in proper perspective and that I
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have an analytical tool for problem solving or for independent study
of a body of knowledge. Also, I have new insights into the learning
process and a new interest in conceptual learning.

(b) My understanding of the importance of curriculum development
has increased. I have come to see the unique contribution of the
extension educator in extension problem solving processes to be an
expertise in the design, implementation and evaluation of an educa-
tional experience. I also feel sore competent in performing that
role.

(c) The concept of sources of data for educational objectives has
been substantially clarified. .I suspect that knowledge about the
potential learner has not been adequate in the past or perhaps han-
dled inadvisedly in our program planning procedures.

(d) The concept learning experiences is an important area that I
would like to see explored in greater depth in future seminars. This

has great relevance in understanding the role of the teacher in the
educational process, i.e., as one who guides the experience of the
learner rather than merely providing factual information.
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1. First will you list all of youi'papers, publications, etc., which
you have produced as your contribution to the seminar. Listing
these first may be helpful to you in answering other questions.

I have prepared and presented to the Seminar two major paPers.
I'm.not sure how many or what items =lot have been presented by
Dr. Johnson while he was filling in as a mether.of the Seminar.
The first paper I prepared was related to Studies of the Learner
in which I pulled together the materials related to expressed .

training needs of ExtensiOn workers. The other paper was the one
I presented at the August 1064 Seminar entitled; "The Usifof the
Curriculum Development Process in Planning Induction Training
Programs." Other materials produced as a resat of the Seidner
includeJob Analyses and Job Descrintio_m for all Kansas Fxten-
aim Staff Members.

2 dive a. brief account of your use of ideas derived from the seminar
in planning your Courses. Give these accounts by courssiame and
whether for undergraduatesvgraduaies; in-ierVice trainieg, etc.

.It's difficult to outlinein detail all of ,the changes that have
been made in the courses.that we teeth at Kansas State University
as a result of this-Seminar. I think more thananythinvelse our
entire approaCh has changed. Instead of teaching materials we
are now attempting to teach concepts.

3. Give a brief account of your use of ideas derived from the seminar
in your work with graduate students including course advice and
theses.

In counseling with students in regard to course work across the
campus, we have placed emphasis on the student taking course work

.which provides concepts useful to the student. I think we try to

got across to all Of out students the idea2of conceptual learning
and we provide experiences within oUr cliises for students tO be-
come more familiar with the conceptual approach. We assign spe-

cial papers, special readings, term papersi.and even theses are
written in.this arta.

4. Give a brief account .of your use of ideas derived from.the seminar
in planning departmental or other curriculums.

.

Certainly the Seminar has had atremendous impaCt upon our.oWn depart-
mental program. Outcourse numbers and descriptions,have.hot been
changed in the catalog but the approadh to out Vital effort has
changed considerably. The impact on our induction-orientation pro-
gram haaleen tremendous. The paper.prepared for:the August1968
session of the seminar was based upon the use of the curriculum
development process in developing induction training programs in
Kansas.
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5. Give a brief account of your efforts to diffuse ideas derived from
the seminar to your university colleagues including staff members
of your department, staff mothers of other departments, and admin-
istrators.

I suppose there are few people on the central staff in Extension at
Kansas StateUniversity that have not heard about the concept ap-
proach to cuiriculum development. However, we have not had an op-
portunity to go into great amount of detail trying to diffuse these
ideas among the staff. We wele fortunate to have Dr. Ralph Tyler
on our campus two days in May 1968. We held seminars in the College
of Education and the Division of Extension and this approaCh was
discussed by Dr. Tyler with both groups. We also had the privilege
of having Dr. Tyler meet with graduate students in Extension Educa-
tion and in the total College of Education.. You might be interested
in one experience we had and I'm sure thiellas been duplicated in
other colleges and other departments. In one of our courses each
student was assigned the problem of identifying the most important
concept in a specific discipline which might be helpful to the Ex-
tension worker in the field. It was suggested to eaCh student that
he interview at least one specialist within the discipline he had
selected. Without exteption the university staff members received
the students graciously and ekhibited a keen interest in the ap-
proach they were taking. They were quite willing te discuss the
concepts WhiCh they thought were important to Extension workers.
In this one instance a professor of Economics offered a student the
use of his personal library and any other help he could give him in
his assignment. Another student who was taking a.course.under this
professor of Economics came to me a few days after the assignment
was handed out and asked: "Where is this Economics professor getting

his ideas on concepts. Until today he has never mentioned concepts
and then today we get an assignment to identify the major concepts in
Economics that students should understand before they leave the uni-
versity."

6. Finally, give an account of how you as an individual have profited
from the seminar. This may repeat some things already mentioned,
but at this point focus on yourself. .

Perhaps the most .profitable experience related to the Seminar has
been the opportunity to learn from Dr. Ralph Tyler. The experience

has been a broadening one. 1 think I have gained a deeper under-
standing of the educational process and particularly the curriculum
development process. I am convinced that I will be.a better teacher

as a result of having participated in the Seminar. I think my uni-

versity will profit from my participation in that from time to time
ideas can be injected and guidance given although a complete change
in apProach cannot be effective immediately.
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Institution Kansas.State University

, c:;!.

I. Firit will Yoti'iist all of your papers, publications, std.., which

you have produced as your contribution to the seminar. Listing
these'lirst.may be helpful to yoU in-answering other questions.

Job Descriptions for Extension Pereonnel was published list January
as an outgrowth of-.Our job analyeis WOrk and our contribution in
,ident4ying the role,o! the county agent for the National SeMinar
on Curriculum. Othernstates participated in this effort and'the
final position paper mai written by the North Carolina group as a
.foundation for the identification of concepts in EXtension educa-
tion.

2. Give a brief account of your use of ideas derived from the siudnar
in planning your courses. Give these accounti by course name and
whether for undergraduates, graduates, in-service training, etc.

"In-lay job as assistant director of programs for the Cooperative
= Extension Service I do not teach any undergraduate or graduate

courses. The ideas derived at the,seminar were useful in giving
eadership to the graduate programs.in,Extension education through
Otherifaculty members and has also sharpened u0 our non-credit
in7mervice training. For example, the identificatioLof concepts
144be various disciplines helped us to more clearly formulate an
Ampervice training program that would at leait touph On uost of
.tbeee areas over a period of several years.'. It also resulted in
clarifying among staff what concepts may be most important et var-
ious stages of tenurefor faculty members.,

3. Give a brief account of your use of ideas derived from the seminar
in your work with graduate students including course advice and
theses.

Graduate students in Extension education are for the most part super-
vised by other faculty members in the College of Education or
Extension training staff.

4. Give a brief account of your use of ideas derived from the seminar
in planning departmental or other curriculums.

The curriculum developuent procedure as discussed by Dr. Ralph
Tyler has been useful in reorganizing our courses in Extension educa-
tion. Next year we will also offer a Ph.D. program in adult educa-

tion. I serve on an effective teaching committee within the Col-
lege of Agriculture and the ideas that I have obtained from the
National Seminar on Curriculum Developuent have been incorporated
in the thinking of this committee.
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5. Give a brief account of your efforts to diffuse ideas derived from
the seminar to your university colleagues including staff members
of your department, staff members of other departments, and admin-
istrators.

Kansas was one of the Original states to offer assistance in the
National Seminar on Curriculum Development. Since our staff in
Extension training is small I decided to expose *all faculty mem-
bers to the thinking of the committee and to the philosophy of
Ralph Tyler. Curtis Trent, Robert Johnson, and Warren Prowl all
have had somehcontact with the National Curriculum Committee.
This has helped because it ierved as an in-service training ex-
perience and established a procedure for future curriculum reor-
ganization at Kansas State. Since our campus is vitally concerned
with updating curricula in all fields, the Extension people have
.really had a headstart with the work and discussions of the National
Committee.

6. Finally, give an account of how you as an individual have profited
fnym the seudnar. This may repeat some things already mentioned,
but at this point focus on yourself.

Extension education as a discipline has not been clearly defined.
The reason for this is that faculty in Extension education have
not had the opportunity to exchange ideas and devote enough re-
search time to the formulation of concepts that are applicable 03
Extension education. The national effort greatly helped faculty
in arriving at what the discipline is and how to proceed in future
curriculum development. I personally believe the effort should
have been maintained and expanded in light of all the interest
nationally on curriculum improvement.
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1. First will you list all of your papers, publications, etc., which
you have produced as your contribution to the,seminar. Listing
these first may be helPful to you ikansweringeother questions.

a. Personality.as a Field of Sociology That Isitelevant to Under -
girding the Behavior of County Extension Agents.

b. Personality as an Areaof Educational Psychology That Ia ,Rele -
vent to Undergirding the Behavior of County Extension Agents.

c. Concepts In Personality

d. Areas in the Field of Adult Education That Are Relevant to
Undergirding the Behavior of a County Extension Agent.
Tentative. Prepared jointly with.Harlan Copeland.

The papers were developed by asking specialists in the disciplines
for references, by studying those references to select a tentative
list of concepts, by having the specialist react to the list in
reference to the role of county Extension personnel, and then mak-
ing a judgment about relevant concepts.

2.. Give a brief account of your use of ideas derived from the seminar
in planning your courses. Give these accounts by course name and
whether lor,undergraduates, graduates, in-service training, etc.

This response covers a one unit graduate course, SecoidaryIducation
448, which.was taught in the College of Educationva.tkm;.hour
undergraduate coursed Agriculture 206, taught in the,Aealege of
Agriculture; and three conferences of the in-service.educational
program for Extension staff.

The graduate course was an overview course in Adult Eduiition4 it
was developed around concepts in the field of Adult Education which

.were identified by Copeland and Kaiser. These_concepts were.the
basis for determining the objectives and the learning activities
for students. Students also identified concepts and related them
to their area of work.

Concepts from the disciplines of history, educational psychology,
sociology, and adult education were'taught in the undergraduate
course.which 'is an overview course of the scipi of Cooperative
Extension.. No attempt was made to have undergraduateltudents
identify' concepts in the different disciplines:

Concepts from the disciplines of educational psychology, sociology,
and adult education were the basis for: (1) a series of discussions
with youth advisers on developing programs; (2) a discussion of group
work at a new workers conference; and (3) a discussion of the teaching -
learning process with an interested group in the in-service program.



3. Give &brief account of your use of ideas derived from the seminar
in your work with graduate students including course advice and
theses.

Because of the experience in the seminar, I was able to point stu-
dents to concepts in several disciplines of the behavioral sciences
that eight be helpful in their careers.. As a result sone students,
both at the masters' and the doctoral degree levels, broadened their
backgrounds. We have not had a thesis that is related to the seminar;
however, I am sure that the guidance which has been given to students
has been colored by my experience in the seminar.

4. Give a brief account of your
.

use of ideas derived from the seminar
in planning departmental or other curriculums.

Ideas from the seminar have been shared with members of-the staff,
but there are no results to report.

Because of my experience in the seminar, I am involved in helping
the Illinois Nutrition Committee develop a nutrition program for
schools that is based on concepts.

5. Give a brief account of your efforts to diffuse ideas derived from'
the seminar to your.university colleagues including stiff members
of your department, staff members of other departments, and admin-
istrators.

I have attempted to share the advantages of a conceptual approach
in teaching with the director of Cooperative Extension and with
the assistant director in charge of program. They seem to be in-
terested, but the staff has not been involved in considering a
conceptual approach in teaching.

6. Finally, give an account of how you as an individual have profited
from the seminar. This nay repeat same things already mentioned,
but at this point focus on yourself.

Although I have been a student of the Tyler "model for program
development" since I was a senior in college, the conceptual ap-
proach to teaching has increased my understanding of haw to deter-
mine needs of learners and how to work with specialists and review
disciplines to identify concepts. I trust that the seminar group
will continue through the processes of determining learning exper-
iences and of developing instruments for evaluation.

21
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1. First will yoU list all of your papers publications, etc., which
you have produced as your contribution to the seminar. Listing
these first may be helpful to you in answering other questions.

a. Basic Statistical Techniques Useful for Extension Workers

b. Manual of Basic Ommeptsin Sociology

c. SassApts of Sociology & Anthropology for.Extension Workers

d. The Discipline as. a Source of Educational Obiectives: Socioloav
as a Case

2. Give a brief account.of your use of ideas derived from the seminar
in planning your courses. Give these accoudts by course name and
whether for undergraduates, graduates, in-service training, etc.

During the experience with the National.Seminar on Curriculum Devel-
opment I have taught several special prob*.courses lOr'SoCiOlogy
and Extension Education majors. In addit4on;4'have givalndividual
reading courses to sociology graduate 40tAidents iiterested in'Applied
Sociology. This semester I am offerings topical semdnar in sociol-
ogy for advanced graduate Students entitled, "The Change Agent:
Concept and Role." I have not taught any undergraduatee while at
the University of Kentucky..

Graduate Teachinst

Basically, the most important ideas which I have carried overinto
my courses have been the principles of curriculum development and
the conceptual learning process. As a result, I now see my courses
(also a curriculum) as a series of learning experiences specifically
related to the learner's needs and interests, his presentivabilities
and skills, and their relation to a particular.job or the,projected
notions a learner may have about the future application of the learn -
ing.he achieves through my courses.' I attespt to lead the student
into identifying the significant basic concepts of the abject-
mattei'area using the various techniques we have discussed in.the
seminar. My courses have become oriented towards achieving changes
'of behavior in the studients (1.e;"changes in knowledge, skills,
and attitudes) as these behaviors evolve in relation to the content
of the course parameters. I also try to lead a studentiinto a prob-
lem solving experience which coild'be used as a self-evaluative
device to test his ability to integrate the basic concepts in the
radolution of an intellectual problem which is of relevance to him.

Extension Training

As Training Officer ('64 through the Spring of '68) I was responsible
for theinduction and in-service traiiing of the Cooperative Exten-
sion Service staff. I was able to influence the revision of the in-
duction training pscsram based on the principles of curricula devel-
opment learned in' the seudnar. The:induction traiming program for



extension agents was completely revised to apply conceptual learning
and the principles of curriculum development as I learned to under-
stand them. For the first time many of the individuals were made
fully aware of their responsibility and participation in their own
learning. In addition, training asked for and received a monthly
one day session with the Area Directors ever since the July 1965
reorganization. This in-service training session was designed around
the problems identified by the participants.

As the Cooperative Extension Service in Kentucky was completely re-
organized for Area development and area specialization in July 1965,
we faced the* awesome taslic.of retraining the entire field staff to-

wards specialized subject areas. To do this we had to work through
the subject-matter departments. The problem, then, was to get the
departments to accept "concepts" and "curriculum building" as essen-
tials in developing the in-service training experiences. To my

pleasant surprise, all subject-matter departments cooperated by re-
thinking their core areas in terms of basic concepts. Also, they

reconsidered their techniques of presentation within the framework
of the learner, the new job specifications as well at the technical
content. To their credit, each and every department involved res-
.ponded well. The training department (Santopolo and Utz) met with
the staffs of each department to discuss the canstruction of a three-
week retraining curriculum. It was in these discussions that the
idea of basic concepts and principles, of evaluation and teaching
were introduced as new content usterial.

3. Give a brief account of your use of ideas derived from the seminar
in your work with graduate students including course advice and
theses.

In brief, I have become more acutelxaware of the learner through my
seminar experience. Now, my initial questions of a student or a
class center are usually these: What do you expect to learn from
this course experience? Why? Haw can I help you achieve these ob-
jectives? I accept an oral answer first, but I then, insist that

the answer be committed to paper in terms of educational objectives.
This permits student and teacher to work out the specific exper-
iences the student believes he or she should take in order,to achieve
the specified educational objective. At mid-term, the students are
permitted to re-evaluate their objectives and are free to keep the
same ones, revise them or change them completely.

Moreover, I no longer can tolerate the view of courses as obstacles
to overcome in the process of acquiring a degree. my views on grad-

ing have changed radically. At present, ay seminar participants are

aware they have an "A" from the initial meeting. Whether or not they

maintain that "A" depends on their ability to achieve their own
initial or revised objectives. Along with other members of the

seminar who have experimented with some of these ideas, I am amazed
at the quality and production of the student product when exposed
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to this frame of 'reference. "Mediocre" students have produied
60-70 pages of written material which could easily be accepted
for Master's degrees with minor reviiions. Foreign students who
have refrained from cleasroom participation now hold their own
and, at times, even surpass'American students in sOnlinar discus-
sions and presentations. What is more satisfying is the feedback
from students who claim they actually experience the feeling of
change. Once they observe this ehange in themselves their motiva-
tion is accelerated.

4. Give a brief account oryour use,of ideas.derived.from the seminar
in planning departmental or other curriculums.

5. Give a brief account of your efforts to diffuse ideas derived from
the seminar to youeuniversity colleagues including staff members
of your department, staff members of other departments;*and admin-
istrators.

As a member of the graduate committee of the College of Agriculture,
I have been able to take advantage of the opportunity to raise sig-
nificant questions about some of the curriculum proposals because of
my exposure to the seminar. Several colleagues were impressed to
the extent they asked me to consult with their departments in the
revision of their Ph.D. curriculum proposals. AB a result two Ph.D.
programs were revised and accepted each incorporating.some of the
basic ideas of the seminar. My colleague, Dr. Alan Utz, and I com-
,pletely revised the undergraduate curriculum in Cooperative Exten-
sion Education utilizing Tyler's Principles of Curriculum Develop-
ment. At present, because of my interest in curriculum; I have
been placed on advamMo__.1.1stemmi charged with the responsibility
to evaluate the Sociology department's offerings and to seek innova-
tive emphases in the teaching, research, and consultation efforts of
the department. In addition, -he Department of Sociology has asked
me to serve on another committee of three to develop an orientation
seminar for graduate teaching assistants in Sociology with the ex-
pectation that this orientation will develop into a credit course
for those who expect to have teaching responsibilities after receiv-
ing their degrees.

While a metber of the Adtinistrative Council in the Extension Service
I was able to convince the administration that extension workers
were hired primarily to function as adult educators. In fact, how-
ever,:they were never screened as such at initial employment nor
were they actually evaluated as suchlater. At present the Kentucky
Cooperative Extension Service does functionally accept the extension
worker as an adult educator. Also, there are provisions in the in-
duction training and in-service training programs for the worker to
acquire knowledge, skills, and attitudes which will help him to be-
come a better adult educator. He is being evaluated now on his ef-
fectiveness as an educator and is beginning to talk about his own
perception of role in terms of a change agent or adult educator.

;34
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Also, the Service considers the program planning process as a curricu-
lum building process for the lay clientele.* All annual plans of work
are stated in terms'of learning objectives of the client, teaching
techniques and evaluation devices. New program specitlists are being
screened on the basis of their sensitivity to basic concepts and cur-
riculum building principles.

As an Associate Director of the Center for Developmental Change I
have been involved in the design OUthe Peace Corps Training Program
on campus. This program has incorporated conceptual learning and
curriculum building principles to such a degree that College of
Education personnel are examining it for ideas which they can use
in innovative teaching and curriculum experiences. Ibis has led
to personal invitations for me to participate in faculty seminars
on curriculum innovation and graduate seminars on the curriculum
building process.

As Special Assistant to the Executive Vice President for several
years I kept him abreast of the development of our seminar. This
feedback has influenced him.significantly in several decisions.

6. Finally, give an account of how you as an individual have profited
from the seminar. This may repeat aome things already mentioned,
but at this point focus on yourself.

For myself, the learning has been absolutely beyond any of my wild-
est expectations. First of all, I consider myself a much better
sociologist because of the constant exposure to conceptual learn-
ing. This alone has permitted me to improve my critical analytical
skills in sociology to the extent I have become a better theoretical
thinker in my own field. The seminar has led me to accept the no-
tion of a teacher as a change agent. Also, I have become more firmly
convinced of the value in developing basic principles and propositions
within my own special interest areas.because of my exposure to con-
ceptual learning. At times, I believe I hive been exposed to the

equivalent of a Ph.D. in Curriculum Development. As a matter of
fact, I have never spent as many contact hours with any single pro-
fessor on any one topic as I have with Dr. Tyler. By observing his

techniques in the seminar I became more aware of my own failings as

a teacher. As the present student bodies rebel against the irrele-
vant courses and teachers, I appreciate. my exposure to the members
of the seminar and to Dr. Ralph Tyler for I believe the lessons. I
learned in the seminar will permit me to survive the educational
revolution which is bound to come.
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Mississippi
Institution State University
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1. First will you list all of your papers, publicatioee, etc., which
you have produced as your contribution to the seminar. Listing
these first may be helpful to you in answering other questions.

a. "Basic Concepts in Anthropology for Extension Workers"

b. "Concepts from the Sociology Field of Primary and Seeopdary
Groups That Have Relevance for Extension Work"

c. "Concept Identification As It Relates to Curriculum Development"

d. "Human Growth and Development as an Area of Education Psychology"

e. "Pre-test of a Critical Incident Technique with County Extension
Agents"

f. "The Principles of Philosophy"

2. Give a brief account of your use of ideas derived from the seminar
in planning your courses. Give these accounts by course name and
whether for undergraduates, graduates, in-service training, etc.

One application of ideas derived from the seminar to in-service train-
ing was the construction of amodel on the program building process
into which was built the concepts underlined or necessary to develop
a full comprehension of the different elements Of the program build-

ing process. This sane model will be used as a basis for instruc-
tion of the graduate course in program building.

A second application of materials derived from the seminar was from
the communications study done at Ohio State University whieh, of
course, was an outgrowth of the work done in the seminar: These

materials were used as a basis for evaluating and rescheduling the
graduate course in communications.

The concept approach as used in the seminar has a definite influence
on each of the.graduate courses and may eventually result in sub-

.

stantial reorganisation of each of them..

3. Give a brief account of your use of ideas derived iron the seminar

in your work with graduate students including course advice.and
theses.

One of the first uses of ideas derived from the seminar was to inter-
est a graduate student in what we were doing and have him think in

terms of a thesis. The result was the development of a thesis titled,
"Concept Identification as It Relates to Curriculum Development."
This was an attempt to identify the concepts in both the social
sciences and the biological or physical sciences and have defini-
tions given for each concept tothe point that they could at least be
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differentiated from each of the other concepts. These voncepts and
definitions were gathered from the faculty who say these are the im-
portant concepts that they try to teach our Extension workers, and
that they feel the Extension workers should be familiar with. A
concept identification instrument was constructed and given to the
entire Mississippi Cooperative Extension staff. This instrument is
still a useful one in helping to determine some of the areas of weak-
ness for graduate students, and as a guide in helping to determine
some of the courses they should take.

4. Give a brief account of your use of ideas derived from the seminar
in planning departmental or other curriculums.'

Ideas gained from the seminar were very useful to me at .a member of
a committee appointed by the vice president to look into the possi-
bility of a degree other than a Ph.D. to be offered at our institu-
tion, and again in discussions with all departmental heads of the
agricultural college in revision of curriculum for the college. The

idea of identifying concepts comsion to different courses was used
in eliminating the number of courses being offered.

5. Give a brief account of your efforts to diffuse ideas derived from
the milliner to your university colleagues ineluding staff members
of your department, staff members of other departments, and admin-
istrators.

The ideas related in Question 4 serve not only to change the curricu-
lums but to transfer ideas to other university colleagues including
administrators.

6. Finally, give an account of how you as an individual have profited
from the seminar. This may repeat some things already mentioned,
but at this point focus on yourself.

I feel that it has been a very valuable experience to have partici-
pated in the seminar. I feel that I have a much better grasp of
curriculum development:. The whole idea of concept learning has
rich meaning and application throughout extension work. I believe
learning something about this concept approach has made me a much
better teacher, especially at the graduate level, for this is exactly
what we have been'expecting the graduate students to do is to con-
stantly eXpand their concepts. The experience in the seminar has

given me a way to talk about it, explain it, and procedures for
using the concept approach to learning.
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Name. .J. Paul Lessens . institution Cornell University.

1. First will'you list all of your papers,"publications, etc., which
you have produced as your contribution to the seminar. Listing
these first may be helpful to you in answering other questions.

Contributions to seminar:

a. Sone Hypothetical Areas of Professional Competency Critical to
Extension Educators and Suggested Training Objectives.at the
Graduate Level

b. Concepts of Educational Pyschology

.c. Concepts of Institution

d. A Theoretical Paradtgm for Organietmg Concepts of.Educational
Psychology

e. Some Concepts Purportedly Significant to a.Graduate Curriculum .for
Developing Professional Extension Educators

Resulting from the seminar:

a. Projections Of Extension-Adult EdUcation into the NeXt Decade

b. A Concept of Needs

c. Concepts of Extension Education and Strategy Implications for
Behavioral Change in International Agricultural Development

d. Dualism in Innovation

e. Diagrammatic Illustration of a Hierarchy of Statements Accord-
ing to Degree of Scientific Suppoit

f. A Teaching Plan

g. Communication Problems and Critical Factors

h. Extension Teaching Process and Methods

i. Suggested Guide for Developing and Stating an Extension '

Programme .

j. A Theory of Change

k. Outline of a Unit Plan for Extension Communication

1. Professional Abilities Needed by Extension Personnel to Meet
Challenges in the Decade Ahead

m. Books as Tools for Learning

n. Nature and Role of Evaluation in .Extension and Adult Education

Z.48
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2. Give a brief account of your use of ideas derived from the seminar
in plamning your courses. Give these accounts by course'name and
whether for undergraduates, graduates, in-service training, etc.

An account of use of ideas derived from the seminar in planning two
graduate courses: (1) Designing Programs for Developmental Change,
and, (2) Communicating Technology.

Both of these courses are advanced graduate level courses. As a
result of the seainar deliberations, three major modifications have
been made in each OfIthem.

a. Course outlines have been reorganized in a manner that focuses
on the central concepts identified as a result of anew examin-
ation of the learner, the subject-matter field, the problems of
contemporary .society currently bearing on extension education
systems and a thorough search of the supporting discipline areas.
From these materials new objectives were established and, conse-
quently, learning experiences provided Were reoriented.

b. A significant addition to the learning experiences was the require-
ment that each student develop during the course four high-quality
concept papers, each on a different major concept related to the
nature of the course. The followingibasic outline was developed

and followed:

1. Nature of the concept
2. Theoretical base
3. Idmensions of the concept
4. Implications of the concept to Extension-Adult Education

c. Bibliographies were developed that were comprehensive, highly
relevant to some aspect of the course, and strictly current.

3. Give a brief account,of your use.of ideas derived from"-the seminar
in your work with graduate students including course ackge and
theses. 10. .

;;..
Major influences self action in thietegaid ire aefollmis:

1. Students increasingly are advised to think, read, and study in
terms of concepts and their implications. They aie repeatedly
rominded of the trend'in Organized teaching, analYtical writing
and purposeful learning toward the_use of concepts ee the focal
points in the logical amalysis,of What is to be liSined and the
psychological analysis of concePt formation in the learning process.

2.. Two Ph.D. theses have focused Pointedly on the identifiCation of
concepts central.to the professional preparation of extension
educators.

3. Particularly in the theoretical base for all theses, both M.S. and
Ph.D., much greater attention and refinement has been made in
theory analyzing and clarifying the nature of the primary concepts
involved in the research design.

r,
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4. Give a brief account of your use of ideas derived from the seminar
in planning departmental or other curriculums.

The entire curriculum in Extension-Adult Education has been increas-
ingly focused on the identification, analysis and understanding of
centralizing concepts involved in the subject and the principles
that relate the concepts, functionally or operationally.

5. Give a brief account of your efforts to diffuse ideas derived from
the seminar to your university colleagues including staff members
of your department, staff members of other departments, and admin-
istrators.

Numerous efforts have been made to diffuse the nature and importance
of concepts as the centralizing educational content to groups includ-
ing the above as well as beyond the university in papers at state,
national, and international conferences. These activities include
the following:

1. Explanations to departmental members and other colleagues of
the nature and achievements in the National Curriculum Develop-
ment Seminar.

2. Several papers presented at conferences, etc., beyond the uni-
versity and reflected influences of the seminar. Among the

conferences has been an international conference at Cornell
focused on "Concepts in International Agricultural Development
and Strategy Implications for Behavioral Change," "A National
Symposium on Communication in Agricultura" in Pretoria, South
Africa, and numerous state extension training conferences.

6. Finally, give an account of how you as an individual have profited
from the seminar. This may repeat some things already mentioned,
but at this point focus on yourself.

The actual answer to this question is pervasive in the foregoing,
however, the following may be added:

1. Knowledge and insights into the subject matter of the Extension -
Adult Education process has been broadened and sharpened by my
own work in producing seminar papers and the papers presented
by others, discussions in the seminar, the continued exposure
to the analyses made by Dr. Tyler.

2. I have been led to pursue research on several concepts. A pri-

mary example is quite extensive work in the formulation of
"A Theory of Change."

3. The experiences have led me into broader reading at greater depths

with more purpose.

4. The experience has led to a restructuring of my personal.pattern
of thinking, approaches to problems, organization of subject matter,
and approaches to communication, including both written and verbal

communication.

/10
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Name Clarence J. Cunninaham Institution Ohio State Dialieraitv

1. Fltiewill you list all of your papers, publications, etd., which
you have produced as your contribution to the seminar. Listing
these first may be helpful to you in answering other questions.

(Developed by Ohio participants in the curriculum development seminar.)

a. Communication Ooncepts Used by Adult Educators in Agriculture to
Iiplement'Educational Change

.

b. Communication Concepts for Developing Increased Competence Among
Cooperative Extension and Vocational 'Agriculture Educators in
Implementing Educational Change

C. Concepts in Evaluationand Measurement

d. Peeture;Role ofiCooperative Extension Service

a. Measures of Leaderllehavior and Their Relation io Performance of
County Extension Agents

. .

f. An Analysis of the Role 62 the COunty Extension Agent, Chairmen
in Ohio

g. Social Disorganisation

h. Educational Objectives Implied in job-Descriptions of Ohio County
Extension Agent Chairmen

i. Educational Objectives Implied in Job Descriptions of Ohio County
Extension Agents

j. Extension Teaching Methods Course Proposal

k. A Proposal for Improvement of Quality of Instruction by Extension
Personnel

.

1. National Curriculum Project on Graduate EducatioM in Extension--
A Report of Ohio Participant ,

26 . Give a brief account.of your use of ideas derived from the sesdnar
in planning your courses. Glve these accounts, by couree name and
whether for undergraduates, graduates, in-service training, etc.

a. Undergraduate course on Extension Program Development

This course has been revised to.focus on the most important con-
cepts and an introduction.to then for the undergraduate who is
considering employment in the Ohio Cooperative Extension Servide.

b. .Extension Evaluation - -a graduate course

This course was revised and taught with focus on the most impor-
tant concepts in the field of evaluation and their application
to the field of Extension evaluation.
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c. Extension Program Development--a graduate course

This course was revised with a focus on the most important con-
cepts in the.social sciences that have an appropriateness to the
job of developing Extension.programs.

d. Leadership Development --a graduate seminar

This seminar was revised and designed in such a manner that the
course was built entirely around important concepts as they af-
fect leadership behavior of professional and lay leaders.

e. In-Service Education on Improved Teaching

A two-week in-service education program was designed:with focus
on the improvement of the quality of instruction of Extension
personnel. The central concepts being taught in this program
were those learned throne% the curriculum developsent sesdnar.
The organisation of this in-service training, which has involved
over 200 Extension personnel to date,:was designed following
the principles relating to the development of effective educa-
tional experiences.

3. Give a brief account of your use of.i4eas derived from the seminar
in your work with graduate students'iticluding course advice and
theses.

The use of the ideas derived from the seminar with graduate students
has been the teaching of graduate courses and the counseling that
goes with these.

4 Give a brief account of your use of ideas derived from the seminar
in planning departmental or other.curriculums.

Serving on the College of Agriculture and Home Economics Committee
on Instruction has provided the opportunity to use ideas derived
from the curriculum development process in setting up the format
for all departments to follow when propo3ing new courses or revisions
of existing courses.

5. Give a brief account of your efforts to diffuse ideas derived from
the seminar to your university colleagues including staff members
of your department, staff members of other departsents, and admin-
istrators.

The major dissesdnation of ideas derived from the seminar to .

leagues within the College and the Extension Service has been through
informal conferences and through the program of improved quality of

instruction. In this program, as reported earlier, many Extension
staff members have participated including those who have joint appoint-

ments on the resident staff.

42
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A Journal article has been written which utilizes the concepts and
ideas developed from the curriculum seminar to colleagues throughout
the country. Two documents dealing with communication concepts have
been developed and distributed throughout the country which was the
direct result of havingparticipated in the curriculum development
seminar.

6. Finally, give an account of how you as an individual have profited
from the seminar. This may repeat some things already mentioned,
but at this point focus on yourself.

Having participated in the curriculum development seminar has been
extremely useful from a personal development standpoint to this
participant. High significance has been placed on learning the ap-
plication of curriculum development process to the many institutions
offering in-service and graduate education throughout the country.
The seminar has also been extremely useful in helping the seminar
participant more clearly establish a basis for the development of

educational objectives. The concept or principle of focusing on
the learner end what he needs to do has been an extremely useful

idea by this participant.
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1. First will you list all of your papers, publications, etc., which
you have produced as your contribution to the seminar. Listing
these first may be helpful .to you in answering other questions.

In view of my non-participation in recent years, I have not listed
papers or publications produced as a contribution to the sesinar.
Dr. Douglas Pletsch, Dr. Cunningham and I did work on the study
of Communication Concepts.

2. Give a brief account of your use of ideas derived from the seminar
in planning your courses. Give these accounts by course name and
whether for undergraduates, graduates, in-service training, etc.

Since I now teach only one graduate level course, a list of ideas
derivedfrom seminars in planning courses will not be lengthy.
However, the one course which I do teach, Agricultural Education 811,
"Administration Supervision," has been completely revised and deals
essentially with the concept approach to this area of study for
graduate students. I also worked.with Dr..Cunningham two years ago
in developing the "Improvement of QuelltrInstruction Seminars" for
in-service training for the Cooperative Extension staff.

3. Give a brief account of your use of ideas derived from the seminar
in your work with graduate students including course advice and
theses.

I suspect that the Pletsch dissertation which dealt with Communication
Concepts is the most relevant suggestion of how the seminars helped
to develop theses for graduate students.

4. Give a brief account of your use of ideas derived from the seminar
in planning departmental or other curriculums.

It is in this area that I feel the benefits derived from the seminar
have been most useful. In my role as Assistant Vice President for
Continuing Education, I am now called upon to work with all of the
colleges of The Ohio State University and their various departments
in developing non-credit continuing education programs for adults.
I have found the matter of developing educational objectives and
learning experiences most useful as we work with departments through-
out the University, many of which are not accustomed to thinking
in this dimension. It has seemed to me that there has been clear
evidence of more clearly defined educational objectives and in par-
ticular, the involvement of potential participants in the program
as we develop these programs.

44
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5. Give a brief account of your efforts to diffuse ideas derived from
the seminar to your university colleagues including staff meibers
of your department, staff members of other departments, and admin-
istrators.

It would appear, as I review the statements made above, that I have
discussed this matter of diffusing the information and ideas derived
from the seminar to university colleagues lit the previous statement.

6. Finally, give an account of how you as an individual have profited
from the seminar. This Tay repeat some things already mentioned,
but at this point focus on yourself.

I would submit that the greatest benefit that I as an individual
derived from the seminar has been the internalisation concepts
relevant to curriculum development and program planning. I am
quite confident that there was an awareness of these concepts prior
to involvement in the seminar. However, the opportunity to practice,
to review, to interact with others engaged in like project has really
caused these concepts to become a part of my way of thinking about
things - -the way of looking at things - -and to me this has been the
most useful benefit, personally, from the seminar.

45
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Name Robert W. McCormickf,-

1. First will you list all of your pipers, publications, etc., which
you have produced as your contribution to the seminar. Listing
these first may be helpful to you in answering other questions.

In view of,my non-participation in recent years, / have not listed
papers or publications produced as A 'Contribution to the seminar.
Dr. Douglas Pletsch, Dr. Cunningham and I did work on the study
of Communication Concepts.

_
2. Give a brief account of your use of ideas derived from the seminar

in planning your courses. Give these accounts by course name and
whether for undergraduates, graduates, in-service training, etc.

Since I now teach only one graduate'level course, a list of ideas
derived from seminars in planning courses will not be lengthy.
However, the one course which I do teach, Agricultural Education 811,
"Achamistration Supervision," has been ,completely revised and deals
essentially with the concept approach to this area of study for
graduate students. I also.worked with Dr. Cunningham two years ago
in developing the "Improvement of Quality'Instruction Seminars" for
in-service training for the Cooperative Extension staff.

3. Give a brief account of your use of ideas derived from the seminar
in your work with graduate students including course advice and
theses.

I suspect that the Pletsch dissertation which dealt with Communication
Concepts is the most relevant suggestion of how the seminars helped
to develop theses for graduate students.

4. Give a brief account of your use of ideas derived from the seminar
in planning departmental or other curriculums.

It is in this area that I feel the benefits derived from the seminar
have been most useful. In my role as Assistant Vice President for
Continuing Education, I am now called upon to work with all of the
colleges of The Ohio Stee University and their various departments
in developing non-credit continuing education programs for adults.
I have found the matter of developing educational objectives and
learning experiences most useful as we work with departments through-
out the University, many of which are not accustomed to thinking
In this dimension. It has seemed to me that there has been clear
evidence of more clearly defined educational objectives and in par-
ticular, the involvement of potential participants in the program
as we develop these programa.
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5. Give a brief account of your efforts to diffuse ideas derived from
the seminar to your university colleagues including stiff members
of your department, staff members of other departments, and admin -

*istrators.

It would appear, as I review the statements made above, that I have
discussed this matter of diffusing the information and ideas derived
from the seminar to university colleagues in the previous statement.

6. Finally, give an account of how you as an individual have profited
from the seminar. This may repeat some things already mentioned,
but at this point focus on yourself.

I would submit that the greatest benefit that I as an individual
derived from the seminar has been the internalization concepts
relevant to curriculum development andprogram planning. I am
quite confident that there was an awareness of these concepts prior
to involvement in the seminar. However, the opportunity to practice,
to review, to interact with others engaged in like project has really
caused these concepts to become a part of my way of thinking about
things--the way of looking at things--and to me this has been the
most useful benefit, personally, from the seminar.
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Name Robert S. Dotson Institution University of Tennessee

1. First will you list all of your papers, publications, etc., which
you have produced as youricontribution to the seminar. Listing
these first may be helpfukto_you in answering other questions.

We have produced only-one formal paper and that in'August of 1964.
The paper was'entitleU"Stiggestions for Inclusion of Prufessional
Ethics Study in Extension Education Programs." Prior to the Ashe-
ville meeting of the Seminar, we' had made a beginning at working
on an assignment given to the Tennessee staff by the Seminar com-
mittee. It had to do with concepts in educational psychology.
The specific areas that we were assigned were "transfer and learn-
ing".and "retention." Because of Some emergency situations that
arose at the time, we were never able tO complete the assignment.
We did however forward to Dr. Paul Leagans, Cornell, a copy of the
work we had completed to that time, including a rather lengthy
reference list.

2. Give a brief account of your use of ideas derived from the seminar
in planning your courses. Give these accounts by 'course name and
whether for undergraduates, graduates, in-service training, etc.

Ideas that originated in the Seminar found their way into the plan-
ning of.a number of our courses. The introductory course to Agri-
cultural Extension, which is numbered 3120, is a broad survey type
of course focusing attention on history,. philosophy and objectives
of Extension work. Here we were able to lOok at some of the work
done by people in other states as they thought-of the conceptual
approach and to improve what we felt was desirable in our.course
offering. At the graduate level, Agricultural Extension 5120,
which is really listed as a problems course but which we use per-
iodicallY for work in leadership and/or in the area of administra-
tion supervision, haa needed some attention. As a result of planning
done in preparatiot for and_during a number of seMinar meetings, we
plan to offer the course duriUg winter session, 1969, with emphasis
placed on the coraceptual *approach to leader training. Also, a re -

iult of the traiming various individuals representing the'itinessee
Training and Studies Departuent have received through seudnar par-
ticipation, new curriculum development ideas'doubtless have found
their way into the-teaching of all the courses that we offer. With
regard..to in-service training, we probably now tend' to focus more
attention on fewer key or basic concepts as we plan training'for
supervisors and specialists. In helping supervisors and specialists
do their planning for county level in-service training, we also
have used the conceptual approach as we helped them plan. Depart-
mental staff wembers have helped in the development of a new induc-
tion training guide for recently employed extension workers who
have responsibility for 4-H. Particular attention was given in the
guide to try to provide learning experiences in keeping with the
probable job requirements of the agents in question.
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3. Give a brief account of your use of ideas derived from the seminar
in your work with graduate students including course advice and
theses.

As a result of our having attended a number of the seminar meetings
we have become more familiar ourselves with the conceptual aPproach
to curriculum development. We have become a little more critical as

. we have looked at other:courses outside:of the department that we
would recommend to our students. We have noted that some instructors
,tend to identify and teach concepts much more than do others. Some
,cOurses we had not considered earlier now appear to us to be.appro-
priate for extension workers. We advised one of our state 4-H staff

..,:meMbitis to attend the summer school at the University of Wisconsin
in 1967 so that she could participate in the course taught by G. L.
Carter, AgricUlXural and Extension Education 116-710-5. The course
was entitled "The Behavioral Sciences in Extension Programs." As
a result of participation in that course the staff member was able
to identify a thesis problem and much more logically prepare to
study the tasks and concepts of junior leadership. Thesis advising
with other graduate students also has, of course, been influenced.

4. Give a brief account of your use of ideas derived fram the seminar
in planning departmental or other curriculums.

The annual winter session for.Extension workervand other interested
professionals in Tennessee is offered during Febivary and March.
During this session from 6 to 9 different course offerings are made
available for interested staff members. Those teaching the various
courses have been asked to identify concepts that .they feel need to
be taught and to include them in their course outlines. Since all
of the instructors have not had the same training, it is interesting
to note the differences in how they go about identifying the concepts
they feel they need to teach. Several instructors are endeavoring
to use the conceptual approach in teaching winter session.courses.
As an example of this, Textiles and Clothing 5710, a.COurse taught
by an instructor in the College of Home Economics Is.entitled, "The
Conceptual Approach to Clothing Construction." Agricultural Economics
3420, a course in Rural Sociology, is another course taught by an
instructor who is sympathetic to the idea of conceptual teaching.
I think the exposure.to seminar meetings also has caused us to give
a little more consideration to the need for courses in the behavioral

. science areas available outside the Colleges of Home Economics and
Agriculture.
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5. Give a brief account of your efforts to diffuse ideas derived from
the seminar to your university colleagues including staff members
of your department, staff members of other departments, and admin-
istrators.

We have attempted to diffuse ideas from the seminar to our colleagues
here at the University by both formal and informal kinds of visits
with staff. We have made formal and informal reports to administra-
tive staff and others, have visited with individual specialist de-
partmental leaders, heads of:departments and'instructors,and'have
discussed the different ideas during departmental staff meetings.
Some of the products turned out by other participants in the seminar
have been disseminated and distributed to co-workers.

6. Finally, give an account of how you as an individual have profited
from the seminar. This may repeat some things already mentioned,
but at this point focus on yourself.

Dr. Claire Gilbert, Dr. Lewis Dici4on, Dr. Cecil Carter and I all
feel that we have profited individually from the training received
through participation in the National Seminar on Curriculum Develop-
ment. Rubbing shoulders with professionals from other states and
sitting at the feet of Ralph Tyler provided learning experiences
that should have made us all grow professionally.

tt5tfli
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Name Maynard C. Heckel Institution Virginia PolyteChnic Institute

1. First will you list all of your papers, publications, etc., which
you have produced as your contribution to the seminar. Listing
these first may be helpful to you in answering other questions.

am afraid I made a very limited contribution in relation to papers
and publications presented to the seminar. If I made any contribu-
tion at all, it was in terms of the materials developed here at VPI
in relation to job analysis and job description. I did.present mater-
ials which resulted from effort here in.Virginia whereby we had each
extension agent analyze his job fromCthestandpoint of what he was
actually doing. This job analysis and:tentative job descriptions
were shared with the seminar participanti. I hope this provided some
helpful basic information at the outset of our deliberations.

2. Give a brief account of your use of ideas derived from the seminar
in planning your courses. Give these accounts by course name and
whether for undergraduates, graduates, in-service training, etc.

Graduate seminar. As a result of participation in the Curriculum
Development Seminar, a special approach was made in a series of
graduate seminars. This approach involved having the students
select certain concepts they felt were extremely releVant to the
job responsibilities of extension professionS1 staff members.
They were asked to then research these concepts and provide a defin-
ition, an indication of how this concept.was relevant to the job of
the extension worker, andprovide a bibliography'as a basis-for.
their definition and explanation. .In addition, the concept approach
was used in a course in program development: This course was also

designed primarily for graduate students. They were asked to.spe-
cifically identify concepts relevant to program development and
these concepts were then used as a basis ofAiscussion.

3. Give a brief account of your use of ideas derived fromhthe seminar
in your Work with graduate students including course advice and
theses.

To this point, I don't know of any case Where ideas derived from
the seminar were specifically used with graduate students in the
areas of course guidance and thesis.
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4. Give a brief account of your use of ideas derived from the seminar
in planning departmental or other curriculums.

A number of discussions with other staff members responsible for
graduate curriculums in Exteneion Education have included the con-
cept approach. This has been helpful in re-evaluating some exist-
ing courses and also helpful in identifying courses from outside
the department which might be valuable particularly to extension
personnel.

5. Give a brief account of youi efforts to diffuse ideas derived from
the seminar to your university colleagues including staff members
of your department, staff members of other departments, and admin-
istrators.

NO specific thoughts here.

6. Finally, give an account of how you as an individual have profited
from the seminar. This may repeat some things already mentioned,
but at this point focus on yourself.

I suspect I personally profited from my participation in the Curricu-
lum Development Seminars far more than I have shared these experiences
with others. I think the close association with Ralph Tyler and with
the other seminar participants have helped ne to take an entirely new
look at curriculum development. I am finding this quite helpful to
me in my new assignment which includes the responsibility for develop-
ing programs in theliroad field of continuing education. I am con-

stantly reminded OUthe steps In the curriculum development process
which were so thoroughlylncluded in our seminar discussions. Mbre

specifically, I-think I am sensitive to the importance of concept
identification and of more than that--arriving at a sound basis for
concept identification. Once concepts are identified, I find I am
now in a position of necessarily draWing on a wide variety of faculty
resources to provide input in relation to concepts that prove to be
relevant to many and varying groups. This "way of thinking" has
proved to be of immeasurable help.
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Name Paul J. Moore Institution Virginia Polytechnic Institute

1. First will you list all of your papers, publications, etc., which
you have produced as your contribution to the seminar. Listing
these first may be helpful to you in answering other questions.

I have served on the committee since 1967, and Dr. Maynard Heckel
served prior to that time. According to my experience and corres-
pondence, the first papers requested were via letter May 170967
from J. Paul Leagans in which, among other, Dr. Leagans'suggested
a paper on "Types of Learning" from Maynard Heckel and Paul Moore.
Although not written at the time of the Asheville, North Carolina
meeting, this paper was prepared in rough form and submitted to
Dr. Leagans and Dr. Quinn in the winter of 1967. The paper, en-
titled 1Kinds of Learning," is an enlargement involving other
authors' comoents as they refer to Gagne's hierarchical model of
eight major types or cateogries of learning.

2. Give a brief account of your use of ideas derived from the seminar
in planning your courses. Give these accounts by course name and
whether for undergraduates, graduates, in-service training, etc.

.I have used ideas from papers and discussions in three ways since
entering the group: (1) organization of a seminar on conceptiex-

.::..

plained in question number three), (2) used some of the materials
in class discussion and lecture, and (3) adopted some of the refer-
ence to graduate course reading lists.

3. Give a brief account of your use of ideas derived from the seminar
in your work with graduate students including course advice and
theses.

We offer at VP/ three one Credit-hour seminars. The first deals
primarily with a study of Extension problems suitable to research
and theAevelopment of a graduate (Masters only) proposal with eadh
member reporting on the proposal followed by discussion. The second

semester seminar deals with the identification of concepts in know-
ledge areas important to the adult educator or extension agent. Here

we use directly many of the ideas on identification of concepts taken
from the National Seminar on Curriculum Development. Our third sem-
inar deals with a review of the Extension and adult educational or-
ganization within the university structure. Some of the National
Seminar on Curriculum Development papers were viewed and discussed
preparatory to lectures from different subject-matter departments
on their particular interest and contributions to off-campus adult
education.
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4. Give a brief account of'your use of ideas derived from the seminar
in planning departmental or other curriculums.

Not much to offer on thisT We are considering expanding our gradu-
ate program in Adult Education and have drawn some ideas from subject
papers presented at the National Seminar.

5.- Give a brief account of your,efforts to diffuse ideas derived from
-?,the seminar to your university colleagues including staff members
.;ef.your'department, staff members of other departments, and admin-
-istrators.

,
I have provided access to ail papers to my department co-worker
Dr. A. R. Slayton, State Leader', Training. I have also reviewed
papers on psychology of learning with Dr. Kinnear, an Education
Psychologist in the Department of Education, and papers on sociol-
ogy with Dr. Blume and Dr. Fessler, our Extension Sociologists.
All have been complimentary concerning the work being done on cur-
riculum development and have provided some opportunity for discus-
sion and growth on my part that probably would not have occurred
otherwise.

6. Finally, give an account of how you as an individual have profited
from the seminar. This may repeat some things already mentioned,
but at this point focus on yourself.

Although it is difficult to measure personal growth, I would view
this as the seminar's biggest contribution to me. Shifting from a

position of administration to one of teadhing, I felt the concen-
tration on curriculum development, subject-matter materials and
the challenge of digging into special problems of real help.. It
has been gratifying to see growth in students and their favorable
reaction to my use of the concept techniques and has provided some
reinforcement.to understand some of the student criticism of the

..,canceptAlpproadho. The opportunities of reading the special papers,
,diecusainirthem ace,group,has provided new understandings and the
inceative.to studymore on the issues at hand.
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1. First will you list all of your papere, publications, etc., which
you have produced as your contribution to the seminar. Listing
these first may be helpful to you in answering other questions.

a. G. L. Carter, Jr., "Applying the Curriculum Development Process
to Graduate Education"

b. Fred E. Kohl and G. L. Carter, Jr., "A Critical Incident Study
of the Professional Adult Educator (Extension Agricultural Agent)"

c. C. Dennis Funk and G. L. Carter, Jr., "The RelationshivBetween
Dogmatism and Performance as Measures of Problemp-SolvingyAbility
Among Professional Adult Educators (County EXtension Agents)"

d. C. L. Carter, Jr., "Administration: A, Progreis Report" .

e. G. L. Carter, Jr., "Concepts Related to Higher Mental Processes"

f. G. L. Carter, Jr. "Behavioral Science Concepts in Extension
Youth Programs"

g. Mary Boppell and G. L. Carter, Jr., "Areas of Administration"

h. G. L. Carter, Jr., "Population: A Field of Sociology (The
Identification of Concepts Based on Their Appropriateness
to the Extension Worker)"

i. G. L. Carter, Jr., "A Preliminary Exploration of the Concept
of Motivation"

j. G. L. Carter, Jr. and P. G. Boyle, "Synthesizing Social and
Natural Sciences into Graduate Curricula for Extension Per-
sonnel"

2. Give a brief account of your use of ideas derived from the seminar
in planning your courses. Give these accounts by course name and
Whether for undergraduates, graduates, in-service training, etc.

This response concerns a four-credit-hour, graduate level.course
offered in the summer of 1967. The course was identified as."The
Behavioral Sciences in Extension YoutkPrograms".(Ag. and Ext. Ed.
116-710-5, University of Wisconsin) an&was offered for state 4-H
staff personnel. The ideas derived-frOOhe seminar in planning
this course hinge principally,around'therientation to concepts
as a basis for teething, as1Weil is.hpyinijitiOse,concepts becone
the focal point for develoOt*Objectiiei:11Xdflearning experiences
for those who would be partiCiPatingin...1fieCoUree.. The develop-
ment of the course followed, as CldeieWasIgie:possible in the cir-
cumstances we had to. work under,"tWideiti-developed by Tyler in
his conceptualization of the curriculum process. This meant that

over a period of more than a year, full-time graduate students and
myself were busy studying the learner, going tO the subject-matter
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fields as a source of concepts which eventually became the basis for
teaching objectives. Oui look at contemporary society as a source
of objectives was in the context of the extension worker being an
astute student of his work environment. In searching for concepts
from the discipline, we utilized the ideas that:had been tried in
one way or another in the curriculum seminar: going to the printed
sources of information for an initial overview of a discipline; then
going to some person who was a scholar in that field; seeking out
ideas from him as to what might be appropriate concepts pertinent to

.extension; doing additional study on our own as a basis for identify-
ing a tentative list of concepts; then going baCk to the subject-
matter specialist to test these out against his way of viewing the
structure of the discipline; and then making a final selection of
the concepts that we would deal with in-the course. Part of what we
discovered in this process is the lack of uniformity, and even some-
times absence of evidence of structure of a discipline revealed in
the literature or in the minds of subject-matter specialists in the
field.

This same content and the same procedure are being adapted into an
in-service training effort for the youth field staff in one state.
This is being conducted, again pretty much following the ideas that
have been derived from the seminar. Two central ideas are following
through the entire undertaking which will cover a period of two years.
These are the same two that were overriding ideas in the course offered
in the summer of 1967: 1) trying to have the participants develop an
orientation to concepts as a way of learning and thinking about their
job, and 2) that learning occurs from what the learner experiences and
not what the teacher experiences. We have proceeded then to design
learning experiences relating to the abstract concepts of the behavioral
sciences in such a way that the learner has the opportunity to actually
experience, become involved himself in exploring the ideas as a basis
for his learning.

3. Give a brief account of your use of ideas derived from the seminar
,...,in your work with graduate students including course advice and

theses.

In relation to question 2 I've already mentioned that some full -
time graduate students were involved in designing the four-credit
course that was offered at the graduate level; they were involved
not only in designing, but in conducting that course. However,
their involvement was part of their own program of study in two res-
pects: 1) in relation to their own research undertaking and 2) in
relation to their interest in the broad area of training, and specif-
ically in the curriculum process itself.. Over a period of four se-
mesters, the four full-time graduate students (Ph.D. candidates) were
involved in exploring a way of viewing the extension job as a basis
for designing researdh undertakings, then in the specifics of examin-
ing four of the behavioral science disciplines as sources of concepts
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useful to extension people,-7specifically concerned'withtextension
youth programs. They were involved in searching. literature,-going
to the specialists in the field for their counsel, the identifica-
tion of the cOpcepts, preparing materiSii)ihat..would be used as

IntroductorylpaNerials to.the concepts (including the.selection of
reading resources), and then in the actuallteaching of the concept
--by that.Kpean introducing,the class partidipants to the concept,
trying in thikprocess of,introducing thef.:nondeOt to see that the
learner experienced something beyond the..typiimillecture -listen

. method. 'The*YaluatiOnsz.from the graduateArtudents, so far, are
fairly unstructured,..yet,:;I'm convinced that theYz,gained a great
deal from the concept/orientation itself, from-the experience of
working through anlictual situation - -in other!words, they were in -
.volved in a real live experience, rather than just an academic ex-
ercise. They had exposure to the students and could judge reactions
as well as attempt to evaluate their own reactions as they struggled
with the structure of a discipline, as they attempted to identify
concepts, and then relate those concepts to the kinds of jobs that
extension people are involved in.

Three of the four graduate students have completed theses and the
three that have been completed as well as one that's now in the
process of being implemented, stemmed frwm our beginning.orienta-
tion of needing to know-more about the learner as the basis for
developing educational objectives. We have completed two critical
incident studies and a third that explored the cognitive structure
of the extension worker.

4. Give a brief account of your use of ideas derived from the seminar
in planning departmental or other curriculums.

I really can't report specific outcomes of the curriculumseminar
in relation to planning departmental curriculums. This hasn't ac-
tually gotten specifically into the deliberations of the department
I'm identified with. We're just now beginning some efforts where
this is most likely to occur. First I've distributed a paper I have
prepared which explores the curriculum process in graduate education
to metbers of the department for their reaction. As a result of this,
I do think that we will perhaps, in the months to come, be dealing
with this fairly specifically asthe.departumnt examines its own op-
erations and program.

5. Give a brief account of your efforts to diffuse ideas derived from
the seminar to your university colleagues including staff members
of your department, staff members of other departments, and admin-
istrators.

. .

I'll ,start first here in terms of administrators and specifically
in terms of an attempt to suggest to the dean of the Collige-of
Agricultural and Life Sciences that there might be something here
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that might be of general interest to the college. Sometime back I
conveyed to the dean the kinds of things that have been going on in
the seminar. I related ehat Pat Boyle and I are involved and would
be glad to discuss this with him since he has expressed a concern for
the curriculum in the college. There has been no follow-up to this
overture. I have also discussed it with the associate dean. The
communication with the dean was written communication. I've discussed
it in person with the associate dean who himself is interested in and
has been involved in sone efforts at curriculum development. Actu-
ally there's been no specific response from him in terms of my be-
coming involved in deliberations in the college relating to the exer-
cises we've been going through; so I'm reporting, I guess that these
are attempts to involve administrators of the college in the discus-
sion of the process as we described it. To date, I can't report a
great deal of results.

With the members of the department, the efforts, I think, correctly
would be reported as just now getting underway, with sone hope, as
I've indicated in answer #4, that we will be dealing directly with
this. I've had more opportunity to communicate with people.outside
my own institution. Specifically, and just currently, I'm working
with a member of the FES staff who is interested in and quite enthu-
siatic about the possibility of our approach being incorporated into
the national undertakings of staff training for 4-H personnel.

I haven't discussed ideas from seminar with other members of any other
departments.

6. Finally, give an account of how you as an individual have profited
from the seminar. This may repeat some things already mentioned,
but at this point focus on yourself.

I have attempted to evaluate, not only my own involvement in this,
but also the involvement of the full-time graduate students, the
participants in the four-week course that I discussed under ques-
tion #2, and those who are currently involved in an in-service
training undertaking. Obviously, what I've learned myself is far
greater than what others that I've worked with have pained.

There are two things I have gotten from the seminar: 01 the idea
that it's what the learner experiences that leads to learning, not
what the teadher experiences. This idea has come to have real mean-
ing to me. It is greatly influencing my current professional "be-
havior." (2) The.other is the concept orientation to learning - -the
utility of the concept as a basis for learning, the utility of con-
cepts as a way of avoiding this dilemma of the 'rapid accumulation
of knowledge. By following these two ideas in actual practice, I
have discovered the potential utility of the focusing on equipping
extension personnel with "tools for thinking .about their jobs"
rather than the typical search for new ways of doing the job.
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1. First will you list all of your papers, publications, etc., which
you have produced as your contribution to the seminar. Listing
these first may be helpful to you in answering other questions.

a. Suggested Procedural Model for Graduate Curriculum Development
for the Purpose of Designating Relevant Research (Prepared by
Frank D. Alexander, Chairman, and members of research committee)

b. Pretest of Critical Incident Technique with County Extension Agents

c. ResearCh Proposal: Identification of Job Competencies Needed by
Cooperative Extension Educators (Adult Educators)

d. Fields of Sociology in Relation to Foundation or Undergirding
Behavior of County Extension Agent (An Assignment Paper)

e. Critical Behaviors and Attitudes from Critical Incident Study
of Cooperative Extension Agents in New York State (A, Prelimin-

ary Report)

Questions 2 - 4. Not applicable

My participation in the seminar has been as a member of a research
comnittee of which I have been chairman. The committee was estab-
lished to suggest as well as conduct research relevant to the
seminar's interests. I do no teaching; hence, most of the questions
asked of the participants were not applicable to me.

5. Give a brief account of your efforts to diffuse ideas derived from
the seminar to your university colleagues including staff members
of your department, staff members of other departments, and admin-
istrators.

Have tried to communicate idea of seminar to my immediate supervisor.

6. Finally, give an account of how you as an individual have profited
from the seminar. This may repeat some things already mentioned,
but at this point focus on yourself.

a. I had the opportunity to develop a research project using the
critical incident technique.

b. I have becoue acquainted with the curriculum building process
in an involved manner.

c. I have come to recognize in the concept approach how teaching
can be less cluttered up and emphasize major ideas.

d. Observing Dr. Tyler I have seen a model of a tolerant, patient,
stimulating teacher uncluttered with jargon in his explanations
and comuents.
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'Addendum
,

The return"of the survey questionnaire from Di. Emily Quinn of North
CarolinathteLJiversity was delayed because of other commitmentS. Con-
sequently',%she,l.a not counted among the respondentsii,,nor could let re-
sponses be included in the tables dealing with content analysis. However,
it Was considered desirable to attach Dr. Quinn's responses as an adden-
dum to Part II of the report.

Name' Emily Quinn Institution North Carolina State University

1. First will you list all of your papers, publications, etc., which
you have produced as your contribution to the seminar. Listing
'these first may be helpful to yoU in answering other questions.

The mere which have been several, which were Di: BOOWs and my
contribution to the seminar,have been concerned with the.rOle model
of ilie.6ounty Extension agent. There were several lieriOns and re-
visionsof this paper. A second paper in the area' Of sociology
dealt with a delineation of the concept of social action. The other
papers.rinquded a taxonomy of learning concepts'ind'Oapers bl stu-
dents rele4int to a ttieory of learning.

2. Give a brief account of your use of ideas.derived
in planning your courses. Give these accounts by
whether for undergraduates, graduates, in-service

'There are three'instances in relation to specific
I utilized notions gained at the seminar.

from the seminar
course name and
training, etc.

courses 14which

a. ED 559, Principles of Adult Education. This course was originally
designed to be inclusive of anemphasis on concepts relevant to
adult /earning. Under the auspices of.this course, I have had
students develop term papers directly relevant to our work in
the seminar.

b. ED 602, Curriculum.. ,rOhis course, I draw heavily upon Tyler's
notiona of curricaum.

c. Concepts Seminar (non-credit). In this.non-creditcourse, we
developed with the students the process specified by Tyler for
identification and delineation of toncepts in the related be-
haViOril science areas of anthropology, sociology, political
scieheeVeducatiOnalpsychology and education--with the points
being developed of: 1) Concept definition, 2) Phenomenological
situptien,1,3)Agerences, 4) Ways to /earn more about the concept,
and 5) Uaea,of the:concept as a tool of analysis' and application
for the opii educator.

d. The bases of concept identification and teaching have been utilized
in counseling with staff members in the development of in-service
training programs.
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3. Give a brief account of your use of ideas derived from the seminar
in your work with graduate students including course advice and
theses.

The emphasis given in the development of each graduate student's
program in our department is focused upon identifying courses in
his plan of graduate study which give emphasis to the.identifica-
tion and utilization of concepts from the field of adult education
as well as relevant disciplines.

4.. Give a brief account of your use of ideas derived from the seminar
in planning departmental or other curriculums.

During the time of the seminar over the past four years, we have
been in the process of developing and strengthening programs of
graduate study at the master's and doctoral'levels. We have drawn
upon and utilized the framework of curriculum development in these
efforts. This is to say that we have made application of the cur-
riculum framework, i.e., study of the institution, the learner, the
society, and authorities, in developing the objectives of graduate
study for students in the department. We have utilized the notion
of learning experiences and organization of learning experiences as
we have cited courses in the major and minor fields which would be
appropriate to the achievement of the objectives of graduate study.
We have attempted to evaluate students based upon our objectives as
specified in the departmental program.

5. Give a brief account of your efforts to diffuse ideas derived from
the seminar to your university colleagues including staff members
of your department, staff members of other departments, and admin-
istrators.

We.have through both formal and informal means worked with staff
members in related departments in the discussion of existing and
potential course work from the standpoint orconcepts and content
as developed in courses relevant to the adult educator. .There has

further been an evolvement of similar bases for the development of
courses in other departments, specifically sociology counseling
and political science. Our formal efforts have included meetings
with staff members and other departments to ask what concepts they
consider relevant to the adult educator from their discipline.

6. Finally, give an account of how you as an individual have profited
from the seminar. This may repeat some things already mentioned,
but at this point focus on yourself.

The seminar has been an invaluable experience as a professional de-
velopment opportunity, both from the standpoint of preparation of
papers and the very valuable critique and constructive suggestions
from colleagues in the seminar. This has, hopefully, been reflected
in the efforts in both teaching and advising with students as well
as other contacts with professionals in the field.
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APPENDIX A

List ofj2UblicatiOns, Reports, or Papers by
Classification Categories with Indication

Of States from Which Material Was Contributed

I. Relating to derivation of concepts from anthropology or sociology

a. Cultural Anthropology (Arizona)
b. Stratification (Colorado)
c. Culture as a Field of Sociology (Federal Extension Service)
d. Personality as a Field of Sociology That Is Relevant to Under-

girding the Behavior of County Extension Agents (Illinois)
e. Concepts of Sociology and Anthropology for Extension Workers

(Kentucky)
f. Manual of Basic Concepts in Sociology (Kentucky)
g. Concepts from the Sociology Field of Primary and Secondary Groups

That Have Relevance for Extension Work (Mississippi)
h. Basic Concepts in Anthropology for Extension Workers (Mississippi)
i. Concepts of Institution (New York)
j. Fields of Sociology in Relation to Foundation or Undergirding

Behavior of County Extension Agent (New York).
k. Social Disorganization (Ohio)
1. Population: A Field of Sociology (The Identification of Concepts

Based on Their Appropriateness to the Extension Worker) . .

(Wisconsin)
m. Synthesizing Social and Natural Sciences into Graduate Curricula

for Extension Personnel (Wisconsin)

Relating_to derivation of concepts from psychology or educational
psychology

a. Motivation (Colorado)
b. Areas in the Field of Adult Education That Are Relevant to Under-

girding the Behavior of a County Extension Agent (Illinois)
c. Concepts in Personality (Illinois)
d. Personality as an Area of Educational Psychology That Is Relevant

to Uhdergirding the Behavior of County Extension Agents (Illinois)
e. Human Growth and Development as an Area of Education Psychology

(Mississippi)
f. Concepts of Educational Psychology (New York)
g. A Theoretical Paradigm for Organizing Concepts of Educational

Psychology (New York)
h. Kinds of Learning (Virginia)
i. Concepts Related to Higher Mental Processes (Wisconsin)
j. A Preliminary Exploration of the Concept of Motivation (Wisconsin)

1
Actual authors can in some cases be identified from Part II of the report.
Dr. Paul Leagans listed a number of publications, reports, or papers which,
while not produced as contributions to the Seminar, were considered to
have resulted from it. The list of these materials can be found under
his response to question 1 of the questionnaire on page 37 of the report.
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III. Relating to curriculum developnent

a. Improving Curricula for Cooperative Extension Personnel: A
Progress Report (Federal Extension Service)

b. The Use of the Curriculum Development Process in Planning In-
duction Training Programs (Kansas)

C. Concept Identification as It Relates to Curriculum Development
(Mississippi)

d. Some Concepts Purportedly Significant to a Graduate Curriculum
for Developing Professional Extension Educators (New York)

e. Suggested Procedural Model for Graduate Curriculum Development
for the Purpose of Designating Relevant Research (New York)

f. Applying the Curriculum Development Process to Graduate Education
(Wisconsin)

IV. Relating to educational oblectives

a. Educational Objectives (Arizona)
b. The Discipline as a Source of Educational Objectives: Sociology

as a Case (Kentucky)
c. Soma Hypothetical Areas of Professional Competency Critical to

Extension Educators and Suggested Training Objectives at the
Graduate Level (New York)

d. Educational Objectives Implied in Job Descriptions of Ohio
County Extension Agent Chairmen (Ohio)

e. Educational Objectives Implied in Job Descriptions of Ohio
County Extension Agents (Ohio)

V. Relating to lob analysis of county extension aRents

a. Job Descriptions for Extension Personnel (Kansas)
b. Kansas Extension Staff Members' Job Analyses (KanSas)
c. Kansas Extension Staff Members' Job Descriptions (Kansas)
d. An Analysis of the Role of the County Extension Agent Chairmen

(Ohio)

e. Job Analysis and Tentative Job Descriptions for Extension Agents
in Virginia (Virginia)

VI. Relating to study of county extension agent's lob by means of critical
incident technique

a. Pre-test of a Critical Incident Technique with County Extension
Agents (Mississippi)

b. Critical Behaviors and Attitudes from Critical Incident Study of
Cooperative Extension Agents in New York State (A Preliminary
Report) (New York)

c. Pretest of Critical Incident Technique with County Extension
Agents (New York)

d. Research Proposal: Identification of Job Competencies Needed
by Cooperative Extension Educators (Adult Educators) (New York)

e. A Critical Incident Study of the Professional Adult Educator
(Extension Agricultural Agent) (Wisconsin)
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VII. Concepts relating to extension youth programs and exterision organ-
ization and program development

a. Useful Concepts in Extension Organization and Program Develop-
ment (Colorado)

b. Behavioral Science Concepts in Extension Youth Programs
(Wisconsin)

VIII. Extension teadhing

a. Extension Teaching Methods Course Proposal (Ohio)
b. A Proposal for Improvement of Quality of Instruction by Exten-

sion Personnel (Ohio)

IX. Relating to derivation of concepts from communication field

a. Communication Concepts for Developing Increased Competence Among .

Cooperative Extension and Vocational Agriculture Educators in
Implementing Educational Change (Ohio)

b. Communication Concepts Used by Adult Educators in Agriculture to
Implement Educational Change (Ohio)

X. Relatin to derivation of.conce ts from hiloso h

a. The Principles of Philosophy (Mississippi)
b. Suggestions for Inclusion of Professional Ethics Study in Ex-

tension Education Programs (Tennessee)

XI. Relating to derivation of conce ts frOm public administration field

a. Administration: A, Progress Report (Wisconsin)
b. Areas of Administration (Wisconsin)

XII. Studies of the learner and his environment

a. Review of the Previous Working Papers by Participants On Studies
of the Social Setting in Which the Extension Worker Operates
(Federal Extension Service)

b. Studies of the Learner (Kansas)

XIII. Miscellaneous

a. Basic Statistical Techniques Useful for Extension Workers
(Kentucky)

b. Concepts in Evaluation and Measurement (Ohio)
c. Future Role of Cooperative Extension Service (Ohio)
d. Measures of Leader Behavior and Their Relation to Performance

of County Extension Agents (Ohio)

e. National Curriculum Project on Graduate Education in Extension
(Ohio)

f. The Relationship Between Dogmatism and Performance as Measures
of Problem-Solving Ability Among Professional Adult Educators
(County Extension Agents) (Wisconsin)
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APPENDIX B

List of Respondents

Charles R. Aiken, Mississippi

Frank Alexander, New York

G. L. Carter, Wisconsin

Denzil Clegg, Colorado

Gertrude F. Kaiser, Illinois

Harlan G. Copeland, Federal Extension Service

Clarence J. Cunningham, Ohio

Robert S. Dotson, Tennessee

Maynard Heckel, Virginia

J. Paul Leagans, New York

Robert McCormick, Ohio

Paul Moorel-Virginia

Kenneth S. Olson, Arizona

Wilber E. Ringlet, Kansas

Frank Santopolo, Kentucky

Curtis Trent, Kansas

Emily H. Quinn, North Carolina
(Responses included in Part II
as an addendum.)


